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FLEET MANAGEMENT
OVERVIEW
Fleet management is at the core of many
companies as the fleet manager needs to keep
the vehicles working and on the road as much as
possible. Fleet services are wide-ranging and it
can be costly if the fleet manager misses a crucial
delivery or fails to keep the fleet maintained,
including a car tracker in case of theft and to
keep insurance claims down.
Fleet management software is most commonly
implemented by the construction, lawn
services, and plumbing industries. The software
includes functions such as vehicle tracking and
diagnostics, maintenance and financing, and
driver management.
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CUSTOMER SUCCESS
SCORING METHODOLOGY
The FeaturedCustomers.com vendor
sentiment score is based on data from our
customer success content platform, user
generated reviews, as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and social
media properties. Our ranking engine applies an
algorithm to all of the data collected to calculate
the overall Vendor Sentiment score. The overall
Vendor Sentiment score is based on 3 parts:

Company Sentiment Score affected by the
following:

1. Number of employees (based on social
media and public resources)

2. Vendor momentum based on web traffic
and search trends

3. Employee satisfaction and engagement
(based on social network ratings)

CUSTOMER SUCCESS AWARDS
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Customer Sentiment Score is affected by the
following:

1. # of over reviews
2. # of vendor generated customer success
content pieces (case studies, success
stories, testimonials, and customer
videos)
3. # of user generated reviews (aggregated
from multiple online sources)
4. Content quality score generated from all
customer success content
5. Customer satisfaction score generated
from all customer success content
Number of employees (based on social
media and public resources)
Social Sentiment Score is affected by the
following:

1.
2.
3.
4.

# of LinkedIn followers
# of Twitter followers
# of Facebook likes
Number of employees (based on social
media and public sources)

M A R K ET

LEADER

R I S I NG

S TA R

Market Leader (100-85)
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.
com with substantial customer base
& market share. Leaders have the
highest ratio of customer success
content, content quality score, and
social media presence relative to
company size.
Top Performer (84-80)
Vendor on FeatureCustomers.com
with significant market presence and
resources and enough customer
success content to validate their
vision. Top Performers products are
highly rated by its customers but
have not achieved the customer base
and scale of a Leader.
Rising Star (80-70)
Vendor on FeatureCustomers.
com that does not have the market
presence of Market Leaders or
Top Performers, but understands
where the market is going and has
disruptive technology. Rising Stars
have been around long enough to
establish momentum and a minimum
amount of customer success content
along with a growing social presence.
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ALL VENDORS
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ABOUT ASSETWORKS
AssetWorks delivers industry-leading business solutions to help asset- and infrastructureintensive organizations control capital and operating expenditures, reduce operational
complexity, and manage regulatory and policy-driven risk. Leveraging a comprehensive
portfolio of software and consulting solutions, AssetWork’s help organizations work more
efficiently by improving access to shared asset data, promoting greater transparency across
the organization, improving service delivery, maximizing asset availability and uptime and
reducing total cost of ownership.

TRUSTED BY:

“Technology has made the job of a fleet manager
much easier. We view this as a tool that helps us
service the vehicles better, which in turn helps those
vehicles serve the public better.”

“Recently we were able to recommend a new
technology for police vehicles to encourage
additional fuel savings”
Kelly Reagan
Fleet Administrator, City of Columbus

George Hrichak
Fleet Manager, City of Chesapeake)

“We’re now a paperless shop with excellent data integrity
and the ability to offer the information that our customers
demand. I especially value the software’s strong analysis and
reporting packages that have enabled us to implement factbased management of the fleet.”

“Seeing the reports creates a positive level of
competition in the shop and keeps the techs
motivated to do their best.”
Michael Lindsey
Division Director, Gwinnett County

Dan Berlenbach
Fleet Services Manager, City of Oxnard

CUSTOMER

SOCIAL

COMPANY

88

51

83

TOTAL WEIGHTED
SCORE:

77

READ ALL 30 CUSTOMER SUCCESS REVIEWS FROM HAPPY ASSETWORKS USERS
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ABOUT BLUJAY SOLUTIONS
BluJay Solutions delivers supply chain software and services to the world’s most progressive retailers, distributors,
freight forwarders, manufacturers, and logistics service providers. Transforming supply chain logistics with the
BluJay Global Trade Network, we enable customers to unlock the power of more than 40,000 universally connected
partners. With BluJay, companies can achieve greater trade velocity, transform their supply chain economics for
disruptive advantage, and see beyond the horizon to optimize their future in the global economy.

TRUSTED BY:

“LeanLogistics LeanTMS gives us a leg up over
other service providers. We have visibility of our
entire supply chain, which enables collaboration with
everyone involved in the transportation management
process.”

“Logistics is a very important cost in our calculation.
Being able to control cost and service is the key to
securing capacity for us.”

“As a manufacturer, we need complete visibility, better
collaboration, and increased flexibility with supply chain
partners to continually drive transportation improvements.
LeanLogistics provides the sophisticated visibility and
optimization to manage our continued growth.”

“LeanLogistics helped MTD drive efficiencies in our
supply chain – both internally and externally. This
really puts the ‘seamless’ in seamless supply chain.”

Logistics Manager
Marine Harvest Group)

Janet Harrison
Director of Logistics Services, Keystone Foods

VP Supply Chain
MTD Products

VP Supply Chain
AEP Industries

CUSTOMER

SOCIAL

COMPANY

89

55

73

TOTAL WEIGHTED
SCORE:

77

READ ALL 24 CUSTOMER SUCCESS REVIEWS FROM HAPPY BLUJAY SOLUTIONS USERS
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ABOUT CHEVIN
Chevin is a leading, global provider of dedicated Fleet Management solutions. Chevin
software is used in over 100 countries worldwide. We provide solutions to the public, utility
and corporate sectors as well as government and NGO operations of every size.

TRUSTED BY:

“Thanks to Chevin Fleet Solutions, the Smithsonian
Institution has transformed its fleet operations and
is continuing to fine tune processes to ensure a
more consistent, joined-up and cost-effective fleet
management practices.”

“We are a more efficient operation by far. Realtime reporting has enhanced our ability to manage
forward. We have reduced our turnaround times by
30%. Our downtime 20% and increased our wrench
turning time on technician productivity by 10%.”

“By using the Fleetwave software package, we have
reduced our parking fines by 15-20%. This has been
achieved by collating all the data, identifying hotspots
and then dealing with the issues, for example finding
parking alternatives at delivery points.”

“Local governments looking to improve their
transport operations should definitely consider
investing in software as capable as FleetWave.
The system’s scheduled maintenance program has
become instrumental for us.”

Bill Griffiths
Fleet Manager, Smithsonian Institution

Erin Cunningham
Manager of Campus & Veteran Recruiting, Key Bank

Susan Morrison
Support Manager, 3663 First for Food Service

Elizabeth Barker, Sr. Technical Administration Officer
Dudley Metropolitan Borough Council

CUSTOMER

SOCIAL

COMPANY

91

57

N/A

TOTAL WEIGHTED
SCORE:

77

READ ALL 79 CUSTOMER SUCCESS REVIEWS FROM HAPPY CAREERBUILDER USERS
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ABOUT COLLECTIVE DATA
Collective Data products are easy to use, flexible, scalable, and integrates with many 3rd party solutions to improve
productivity in fleet operations. Supported by best-in-industry technical support, Collective Data software is a highend solution for organizations looking to get serious on data collection and analytics.

TRUSTED BY:

“The software has affected how we manage our daily
workload, which in turn has affected our bottom-line
and made us much more efficient.”

“We saved $25,000 in the first 6 months by going
through our parts room and returning excess parts.”

Kyle Yonker
Fleet Manager, Homewood Disposal

Jim Burke
Fleet Manager, Benton County

“We needed to have software that could be adapted
in order to fulfill all our needs as they change over
time.”

“This system alleviates some of the employee costs
and ties all the systems together for real-time, instant
control.”
Jason Del Pozo
Fleet Manager, City of O’Fallon

Mike Forbord
Fleet Manager, Schmitty & Sons

CUSTOMER

SOCIAL

COMPANY

87

38

N/A

TOTAL WEIGHTED
SCORE:

70

READ ALL 23 CUSTOMER SUCCESS REVIEWS FROM HAPPY COLLECTIVE DATA USERS
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ABOUT DIGI
Digi International is a leading global provider of business and mission-critical machineto-machine (M2M) and Internet of Things (IoT) connectivity products and services. Digi
International help the customers create next-generation connected products and deploy and
manage critical communications infrastructures in demanding environments with high levels
of security, relentless reliability and bulletproof performance.

TRUSTED BY:

“We are responsible for the safe transmission of
millions of private financial transactions every day, so
security is our number one priority. The new routers
provide a safe VPN channel that gives Euronet - and
our customers - peace of mind.”

“Historically, drones have been difficult to assemble,
expensive, and far from consumer-friendly. Even the
do-it-yourself drones require extensive expertise,
offer complex instructions and the costs add up
quickly.”

“Performing manual temperature measurements is a
time-consuming process, especially when you realize that
a SPAR shop easily has at least fifteen to twenty of these
units. Entering all of this data into reports for food authorities
creates a substantial additional administrative burden.”

“Our mission is to use technology, existing and some
that we develop, to better consume energy and with
the help of Digi products, that’s what we’re able to
offer.”

Zuzanna Smolarek
Marketing Manager, Euronet)

Klever Freire
Founder & CEO, DreamQII

Louis Tremblay
CEO, AddEnergie

Manu Suffeleers
Commercial Director, Rmoni

CUSTOMER

SOCIAL

COMPANY

98

98

48

TOTAL WEIGHTED
SCORE:

85

READ ALL 127 CUSTOMER SUCCESS REVIEWS FROM HAPPY DIGI USERS
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ABOUT FLEETCOMPLETE
One of the fastest growing companies in North America with numerous awards since inception in 2000, including
being included in Profit Magazine’s Profit HOT50 and Profit500 and Deloitte’s Fast50 and Fast500 lists, Branham300
List and most recently GTA TOP 100 employers for 2017. Based in Toronto, ON, Fleet Complete is a leading global
provider of mission critical fleet, asset, and mobile workforce management solutions to over 5,000 customers
worldwide. Fleet Complete’ suite of products, harness the power of state-of-the-art GPS and software technology
that enables our customers to monitor their fleet, mobile workers and valuable assets real-time location and to
capture important data that significantly contributes to their companies’ success. What made Fleet Complete
successful is its integrated approach to customer needs, providing solutions in one comprehensive telematics
platform that is scalable to any business.

TRUSTED BY:

“Safety is a critical part of all we do. In-vehicle
monitoring has helped improve driver behaviour and
helps us to further protect our most valuable asset –
our people.”
Kim Sammut, General Manager of Safety, Health, Environment, &
Quality, Parsons BrinckerHoff

“We’ve totally automated part of our service order
system, integrated FieldWorker to do an end-to- end
meter change. The data-entry person is the actual
person out in the field, and after that, it’s never
touched by human hands again. It has worked well.”

“The tax authorities make us register all trips with
company cars in minute detail. Now we have a
secure system, with reports that the tax authorities
accept. The mechanics are also satisfied, as they
have much less paperwork to do.”

Hassan Faiq
Coordinator for Vehicles, Equipment, & Materials, Waternet

“Delivering fast and quality customer service is
important to us. Working within a more real-time
technology environment helps to maintain this high
standard.”
John Rabideau
Manager, Metro Delivery

Brent Murray, Manager of Customer Services & Contract
Administrations, Horizon Utilities

CUSTOMER

SOCIAL

COMPANY

94

74

N/A

TOTAL WEIGHTED
SCORE:

84

READ ALL 60 CUSTOMER SUCCESS REVIEWS FROM HAPPY FLEETCOMPLETE USERS
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ABOUT FLEETIO
Fleetio helps fleets of all sizes automate fleet operations and optimize the asset lifecycle while on the go. With
Fleetio’s suite of cloud- and mobile-based fleet management solutions, fleet teams can instantly access and
update data regarding maintenance, fuel, drivers, vehicle inspections, parts and inventory and more. Using the
smartphone-based app Fleetio Go, fleets can track trips and monitor driver performance to improve fleet safety.
To increase productivity, Fleetio provides seamless collaboration among users. Fleetio offers fuel card automation
plus integration with multiple telematic solutions for automated odometer updates, DTC handling and fuel location
reporting. Developer APIs allow the software to integrate with other applications such as QuickBooks and Xero.
Mobile apps are available for iOS and Android devices.

TRUSTED BY:

“Absolutely loving what we can do with Fleetio! It’s
been a revelation!”

Jason Smith
Environment Team Assistant, Manchester Metropolitan University

“The roads in Africa are very demanding on our
vehicles. Fleetio allows us to easily keep track of the
condition of our vehicles and schedule the servicing
of our vehicles as they travel between multiple
countries and multiple workshops.”

Ollie Blackwell
Fleet Manager, Safari Drive

“Fleetio is extremely simple to use. I particularly like
the dashboard feature that shows you both what
items are past due, and what items will be due soon.
This summary has really helped to speed up my
weekly checks on the trucks.”

Tony Brusco
Owner, Hometown Harvest

“Now that I have Fleetio, it is so easy to see who has
an upcoming service especially since I receive an
email as a reminder. Fleetio also makes it so easy to
keep up with all the documentation for each service
record. It has worked beautifully so far.”

Heather Turner
Office Manager, Southpace

CUSTOMER

SOCIAL

COMPANY

88

63

N/A

TOTAL WEIGHTED
SCORE:

77

READ ALL 27 CUSTOMER SUCCESS REVIEWS FROM HAPPY FLEETIO USERS
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ABOUT FLEETMATICS
Fleetmatics Group PLC is a leading global provider of fleet management solutions for small and mid-sized
businesses delivered as software-as-a-service (SaaS). Fleetmatics solutions enable businesses to meet the
challenges associated with managing local fleets, and improve the productivity of their mobile workforces,
by extracting actionable business intelligence from real-time and historical vehicle and driver behavioral data.
Fleetmatics Group’s intuitive, cost-effective Web-based solutions provide fleet operators with visibility into vehicle
location, fuel usage, speed and mileage, and other insights into their mobile workforce, enabling them to reduce
operating and capital costs, as well as increase revenue. Fleetmatics serves approximately 22,000 customers, with
over 445,000 subscribed vehicles worldwide.

TRUSTED BY:

“Once you have the information, you become
fundamentally opposed to living without it. It’s like a
smartphone. Once you have one, you never want to
be without it.”

“We save significantly on gas and now I have a
handle on all my vehicles, This is the best thing for
me as an owner. Fleetmatics gave us tremendous
benefits in a short period of time.”
Chris Close
Owner, ServiceMaster

Greg Gauthier
Director of Sustainability & Product Research, Lamar Advertising

“We used to have territories for drivers in an attempt
to keep response times low, With Fleetmatics, we
don’t have to worry about territories. We just dispatch
the person we know can get there first.”

“My overall experience with Fleetmatics has
been very positive, From the point of sale all the
way through customer support, Fleetmatics has
exceeded my expectations.”
Brian Duncan
President, Picture Perfect Pool Services

Brian Saunders
Territory Fleet Administrator, Ingersoll Rand

CUSTOMER

SOCIAL

COMPANY

72

80

79

TOTAL WEIGHTED
SCORE:

76

READ ALL 125 CUSTOMER SUCCESS REVIEWS FROM HAPPY FLEETMATICS USERS
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ABOUT GEOTAB
Geotab is a leading global provider of premium quality, end-to-end telematics technology. Geotab’s
intuitive, full-featured solutions help businesses of all sizes better manage their drivers and vehicles by
extracting accurate and actionable intelligence from real-time and historical trips data. With more than
600 million data points collected by Geotab devices and delivered to the platform per day, Geotab is a
global leader in making actionable business intelligence and benchmarking data accessible to improve
productivity, optimize fleets through the reduction of fuel consumption, enhance driver safety, and
achieve stronger compliance to regulatory changes. The company’s products are represented and sold
worldwide through its Authorized Partner network.

TRUSTED BY:

“Not only are we able to track drivers at all times, but
with improved stop-time information, we also are able
to increase our amount of deliveries.”

“Our authorized Geotab reseller, is flexible and really
easy to work with.”

Greg Spohn
Director of Operations & Fleet, Tolt Solutions)

Benoit Chenier
Fleet Manager, Richelieu

“We do have some other ways we can figure out
where a truck is, but hands down most of our fleet
managers will turn to the Geotab website to quickly
locate where a truck is at any given moment.”

“We have seen savings in fuel between $1,500 and
$2,000 per month.”

Dave Hardy
Fleet Supervisor, Crown Uniform & Linen Service

Barry Wertz
Director of Safety & Risk Management, D.M. Bowman Inc

CUSTOMER

SOCIAL

COMPANY

88

66

91

TOTAL WEIGHTED
SCORE:

83

READ ALL 40 CUSTOMER SUCCESS REVIEWS FROM HAPPY GEOTAB USERS
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ABOUT GPS INSIGHT
GPS Insight is a top technology provider of GPS fleet tracking software for businesses with mobile
assets. Using the GPS Insight Fleet & Asset Tracking Solution, companies realize a significant increase
in efficiency and gain insight into all aspects of their fleet operations. Businesses work with GPS
Insight to solve their unique fleet challenges through increased revenue, reduced costs, and reduced
risk. GPS Insight provides highly flexible solutions, which include a wide range of customized reports,
alerts, and other innovative features that can be tailored to meet specific customer requirements and
ensure maximum return on investment.

TRUSTED BY:

“My company chose GPS Insight because we knew
they were striving to achieve greatness in all facets of
their industry.”

“We have been able to see current and historical
location to address citizen complaints and easily
verify whether or not a sweeper or sander has been
down a particular street and when.”
Jim Kempton
Assistant Director of Street Operations, City of Worcester

Shawn Huff
Project Manager, Wright Tree Service

“GPS Insight allowed features and alerts to be
automated and customized to fit our needs now, and
the ability to easily change them if needed.”

“I would advise to look beyond seeing your vehicles
on a map and understand the added value in
reporting, messaging, and other features offered that
will help the business.”
Brad Zimmer, Director of Environmental & Special Projects,
West Coast Sand & Gravel

Valet Waste

CUSTOMER

SOCIAL

COMPANY

89

66

90

TOTAL WEIGHTED
SCORE:

83

READ ALL 49 CUSTOMER SUCCESS REVIEWS FROM HAPPY GPS INSIGHT USERS
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ABOUT HOUSECALL PRO
HouseCall Pro is a cloud-based field service management app for service professionals to automate their
workflows. This solution includes a native mobile app and complementary Web portal and serves a wide range of
industries, such as cleaning, plumbing, electrical and more. HouseCall Pro allows companies to forego paperwork
in favor of digital automation. It offers features such as job scheduling, dispatching, payment processing, estimates,
automated receipts and invoices, customer notifications, company chat, as well as postcard and email marketing
automation. Customers can book services via the HouseCall mobile app, communicate through a centralized
messaging system and make online payments. The mobile app can be accessed on both Android and iOS devices.
There is a free version for single owner/operators, which offers many of the core features of the paid version.
Premium pricing is based on the number of users, and an enterprise license is also available. This solution is
available across the U.S. and Canada.

TRUSTED BY:

“My favorite part of HouseCall Pro is the
communication with our customers. The feedback
we’ve gotten is awesome. What that turns into is
repeat customers and referrals.”

“We have had better client satisfaction and great
reviews since starting to use HouseCall Pro.”

Shane Stilwell
Owner, Oldwest Cleaning

Grant Schoenberger
President, Core Plumbing

“The best problem we solved with HouseCall Pro is
our collections same day as service are up to 85% of
our jobs.”

“I was using carbon copy before I did this. The cost
of HouseCall Pro is not even a quarter of the cost of
paper.”
Mitch Stonebarger
President/ Owner, Hyper Carpet Cleaning)

Luis Cortes
General Manager, Wasson’s Cleaning & Restoration

CUSTOMER

SOCIAL

COMPANY

89

56

100

TOTAL WEIGHTED
SCORE:

84

READ ALL 31 CUSTOMER SUCCESS REVIEWS FROM HAPPY HOUSECALL PRO USERS
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ABOUT LYTX
At Lytx® harness the power of data to change human behavior and help good companies become
even better. Lytx flagship product, Lytx DriveCam™ sets the standard for driver safety in the industries
serve, and RAIR® Compliance Services helps DOT-regulated fleets comply with safety regulations,
complementing the DriveCam® Program. Lytx ActiveVision service helps detect and address
distracted and drowsy driving, both in real time and over time. Lytx protect more than 1,400 clients
worldwide who drive billions of miles. Lytx are enable for clients to realize significant ROI by lowering
operating and insurance costs, while achieving greater efficiency and compliance. Most of all, we strive
to help save lives – on roads and communities, every day. Lytx is privately held and headquartered in
San Diego.

TRUSTED BY:

“TXI has been very pleased with the results with
DriveCam, almost from day one. Our drivers have
accepted it, our supervisors have accepted it, and
we’ve had exceptional results with the DriveCam
Program.”

“I look at it this way: DriveCam is the unbiased
witness to an accident, and they always tell the
truth.”

“We’ve saved between $50,000 – $100,000 in simple
litigation costs in each of two accident claims.”

“When you look at all the various technologies
that are available to install in your fleet today,
none of them start with the foundation as solid as
DriveCam’s.”

Joseph A. Newsom
Corp. Risk Director, Salmon Companies

Jamie Rogers
VP & COO, TXI

Rob Hedges
Fleet & Facility Manager

John Pope
Chairman, Cargo Transportation

CUSTOMER

SOCIAL

COMPANY

89

53

49

TOTAL WEIGHTED
SCORE:

70

READ ALL 27 CUSTOMER SUCCESS REVIEWS FROM HAPPY LYTX USERS
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ABOUT MANAGERPLUS
ManagerPlus has been an innovative provider of Computerized Maintenance Management Software
(CMMS) for clients in a range of industries including fleet, manufacturing, facilities, mining, agriculture,
public works, and more. ManagerPlus maintenance software is an easy-to-use asset management
software system that helps companies in asset intensive industries increase their return on investments
while decreasing costs of operation. ManagerPlus links your asset management, maintenance
management, inventory and purchasing functions together for quick and easy viewing and decisionmaking. ManagerPlus products are scalable, and modular in design, and boast Saas and mobile
functionality.

TRUSTED BY:

“ManagerPlus is helping us reduce the burden of
signing and filing of over 12,000 documents per year.
ManagerPlus is key to our world class uptime.”

“ManagerPlus was not only inexpensive, but user
friendly—a must for starting a new process. It was
easy to set-up, learn, and implement (we were up
and running in 7-10 working days).”
David Truslow
Continuous Improvement Coordinator, Everbrite

Tony Powell
Maintenance Manager, Aphena Pharma Solutions

“I just wanted to drop you a line expressing my
appreciation of your ManagerPlus software. Not only
is it easy to use it also addresses all the major issues
in maintenance management.”

“The ManagerPlus software is the tool our school
district needed to meet and exceed State Statute
requirements of a work order based tracking and
reporting system for all building maintenance.”
Laura Hylton
Business Manager, Lake & Peninsula School District

Larry Hill
Meritt Equipment Co.)

CUSTOMER

SOCIAL

COMPANY

88

47

N/A

TOTAL WEIGHTED
SCORE:

73

READ ALL 24 CUSTOMER SUCCESS REVIEWS FROM HAPPY MANAGERPLUS USERS
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ABOUT NEXTRAQ
NexTraq® is the GPS fleet management solution of choice for a growing number of customers with
fleets ranging from 2 to more than 2,000 vehicles. Since its inception, NexTraq has been a pioneer
and innovator in the telematics space with its award-winning platform and mobile app. Over the last
few years, NexTraq has grown more than 20 percent annually and today serves more than 110,000
subscribers.

TRUSTED BY:

“We Have increased service by 9 percent since
using NexTraq GPS technology. Additionally, Payroll
expenses have decreased by 12 percent with
accurate labor costs.”
Frank Steinocher
CIO, Shumate Mechanical

“The reporting functionality lets us pinpoint fuel
information so that we can attribute a savings of
$25,000 in fuel costs annually within our towing fleet.”

“With the Speed Alert functionality within the
NexTraq solution we can monitor drivers that exceed
posted speed limits within a certain area or set our
own user-defined speed limits.”
Jeff Waid, Director of Communication & Quality Improvement,
Lifeguard Ambulance Service

“We have been able to recover $400,000 worth of
stolen vehicles and equipment with the NexTraq
solution. We have actually told the police where our
assets are for recovery.”
Evelyn Herzog
Fleet Administrator, Landscape Concepts Management

Mike Duzan
Automotive Operations Director, Bobby & Steve’s Auto World

CUSTOMER

SOCIAL

COMPANY

89

44

38

TOTAL WEIGHTED
SCORE:

65

READ ALL 78 CUSTOMER SUCCESS REVIEWS FROM HAPPY NEXTRAQ USERS
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ABOUT OMNITRACS
Omnitracs LLC is the global pioneer of innovative software and SaaS fleet management solutions
serving the transportation sector. Leveraging unmatched industry knowledge and resources,
Omnitracs’ fleet management solutions help companies of all sizes improve the productivity, reliability,
routing, safety, and compliance of their transportation assets.

TRUSTED BY:

“We need a lot of input from our locations for every
reroute, because they know the ins and outs of each
customer’s deliveries, what parameters are mandated
and what will work best for each of our customers things we might not always be aware of.”

“The Roadnet applications were significantly easier
to use, had only one maintenance module and
allowed us to route faster.”

“We’re using Roadnet Performance Dashboard as
a tool for bonusing, too – offering incentives for
maximizing your trucks or achieving other goals.”

“We have been very impressed with the amount of
versatility that Territory Planner provides to expedite
a number of projects.”

Glen Keysaw
Routing Manager, Associated Food Stores

Tim Buggy
Corporate Services Specialist, UniFirst

Michael Johnson
Project Manager, Lance Inc

Glenn Barker
Supply Chain Project Manager, Glazer

CUSTOMER

SOCIAL

COMPANY

89

8

45

TOTAL WEIGHTED
SCORE:

58

READ ALL 104 CUSTOMER SUCCESS REVIEWS FROM HAPPY OMNITRACS USERS
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ABOUT PARAGON
Paragon Software Systems is a market leader in routing, scheduling and transport logistics
optimisation software with over 3,400 systems at over 1,100 client sites in more than 60 countries
worldwide. A pioneer in vehicle routing and delivery scheduling, resource management and transport
plan execution solutions, Paragon has 30+ years of experience and an unparalleled track record of
successful software implementations. Paragon software reduces transport costs by up to 20% through
improved route planning and the more efficient deployment of vehicles and drivers.

TRUSTED BY:

“With the constant increase in fuel costs and the drive
to reduce our transportation carbon footprint, we have
been able to make significant reductions in usage and
emissions while improving efficiencies of our delivery
operation.”

“In a large business such as ours, the performance
gains that Paragon gives us - such as improved
miles per drop, improved hours per drop and
improved vehicle utilization - represent a substantial
financial saving.”

“Paragon maximizes the use of our resources,
allowing us to plan highly efficient routes and utilize
our staff and trucks effectively. We are making more
deliveries with fewer trucks.”

“Paragon is the routing software of choice for
Linde’s cylinder business globally. It is integral to
the efficiency of our gas cylinder business and we
have proven that the software is the best choice for
producing optimised delivery routes and schedules.”

Denis Conway
National Logistics Manager, Glanbia

Tony Percival
Sr. General Manager, CEVA Logistics

Ian Anderson
Inventory Controller, Argos Direct

Martyn Stretch
Global Transport Manager, Linde Group

CUSTOMER

SOCIAL

COMPANY

92

58

N/A

TOTAL WEIGHTED
SCORE:

78

READ ALL 87 CUSTOMER SUCCESS REVIEWS FROM HAPPY PARAGON USERS
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ABOUT QUARTIX
Quartix was founded in 2001 by four industry professionals who have a combined 120+ years
experience in systems design, telemetry, embedded computing, communications and database design
and implementation. They are all still with the business today. Customer acceptance of the Quartix
system has been excellent since then: the company now has more than 8,000 fleet customers and
12 major insurance customers and the success of the company has been recognized by a number of
prestigious business and product awards.

TRUSTED BY:

“The main requirements were that the system should save on
fuel costs to a sum equivalent to or greater than the cost of
running the system, and should provide additional financial
benefits such as reduced costs of vehicle components,
insurance claims excesses and vehicles.”

“With such a large and diverse fleet operating
throughout the UK we have many areas and aspects
to monitor and consider around the clock, and often
all at the same time. The Quartix Corporate service
enables us to do just that.”

“Quartix ensured it was quick, simple and well
organised. All in all, the project has been a great
success.”

“We can reward good driving and performance
manage the worst. We have found the Driver ID
aspect has improved the quality of our workforce’s
driving and decreased customer and public
complaints.”

Darrell Pulver
Procurement Manager, Worcester City Council

Tim Holland
Head of Purchasing & Inventory, Laddaw

David Brown
Fleet Asset Manager

Jay Lanchbury
Transport Manager, Amberon

CUSTOMER

SOCIAL

COMPANY
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N/A

TOTAL WEIGHTED
SCORE:

75

READ ALL 61 CUSTOMER SUCCESS REVIEWS FROM HAPPY QUARTIX USERS
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FORMER
T O P P ER

ABOUT SMARTDRIVE
SmartDrive Systems gives agencies, drivers and operators unprecedented performance insight and
analysis, helping to save fuel, expenses and lives. SmartDrive video analysis, predictive analytics and
personalized performance program help fleets and carriers improve skills, lower operating costs and
delivers significant ROI. With an easy-to-use managed service, fleets and carriers can access and
manage performance anytime, anywhere. The Company has compiled the world’s largest storehouse
of more than 140 million analyzed risky-driving events. SmartDrive Systems is based in San Diego,
Calif., and employs over 500 people worldwide.

TRUSTED BY:

“We evaluated different systems, but SmartDrive was
superior. There was a significant difference in terms of
collisions captured, the overall visibility to risk and the
ability to access additional video context on-demand—this
combination compelled us to select SmartDrive.”

“We lacked the ability to actually capture behavior
changes with an event-triggered video system in the
cab. And that’s the benefit of SmartDrive Safety to
us.”

“SmartDrive’s safety program gives us peace of mind,
not only because we know exactly what happened in
each accident, but also because we can proactively
identify high-risk situations and coach our drivers to
improve performance before a collision occurs.”

“While I know many fleets are concerned about
driver reaction to video, our drivers not only loved
SmartDrive’s program when we had cab- and roadfacing cameras, they asked for more video when
given the opportunity.”

Chris Cusick
VP of Transportation, Verst Group Logistics

Brett Sant
Sr. VP Safety & Risk Management, Knight Transportation

Mike Doner
Co-Owner, Flagger Force

Tom Halpin
Transportation Safety Manager, Bozzuto’s, Inc
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LEADER
M A R K ET

ABOUT TELOGIS
Helping mobile workforces operate more efficiently, serve their customers better and shrink their
carbon footprint is at the heart of Telogis solutions, which includes web-based software, mobile apps
and integration tools. Products include fleet management software using GPS tracking, driver safety
applications, commercial navigation, work order management, dispatch and route optimization.
Telogis works directly with some of the world’s biggest car, truck and equipment manufacturers,
including Ford, GM, Hino, Volvo Trucks, Mack, Isuzu, Nissan, John Deere and Manitowoc, to offer fleet
managers a cost-effective solution that is faster and easier to deploy than traditional fleet management
solutions.

TRUSTED BY:

“Telogis has done exactly what it promised and
more. It’s helped us manage our fleet, it’s helped us
inventory our fleet, it’s helped us utilize our fleet, its
secured our fleet.”

“We were at a 3 percent mpg improvement that has
generated a near $5 million savings for us, which has
more than paid for the program.”
Tom Gustafson
IT Director, ProBuild

Mike Derrig
Director of Fleet Operations, FreshDirect

“The more we’re able to satisfy our customers, the
more work we’ll able to get and the harder it is on the
competition. That’s really what differentiates using
Telogis versus not.”—

“Not only do we maximize our value to clients with
diverse capabilities, but our cross-disciplinary
integration allows us to provide more knowledgeable
solutions.”
Sam Hanna
President, Surveying and Mapping, Inc

Sterlin Smith
HSE Manager, Pason
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R I S I NG

S TA R

ABOUT TMW SYSTEMS
TMW Systems, Inc. is the largest developer and integrator of enterprise management software
designed specifically for the trucking industry. Leveraging the organization’s hands-on expertise in
trucking and technology, TMW’s products – including TMWSuiteTM for Windows® and TL2000 AS/400
platform – enable carriers to easily integrate vital real-time data from every facet of their operations
into a single system to maximize dispatch efficiency, improve productivity and customer service and
enhance profitability. Based in Beachwood, Ohio, TMW currently serves more than 560 customers
globally, including in North America, Europe, China and Latin America.

TRUSTED BY:

“Our customers want to be assured that we have the
ability to know exactly what our total costs are, and
they want that information quickly.”

“(TMWSuite) is a fantastic tool. If you really want to
have control of your business, cut your labor costs
and have a good vision of what’s happening out
there, I would highly recommend it.”
Eamonn Clarke
Petroleum Distribution Manager, Sheetz

John Hazenfield
Sr, VP/ CIO, DistTech

“TMW software has enhanced our strengths,
whether it’s in cost savings we can pass along to our
customers or in improved efficiencies by bringing us
new ideas and solutions.”

“TMW has been a tremendous partner. From
the outset, they understood us – they spoke our
language and were really able to dig in and help us
migrate onto their platform pretty seamlessly.”—
Michael Hayden
VP of Operations & Implementations, NFI

Matt Tiedens
Director of Logistics Solutions, Ruan
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ABOUT ZONAR SYSTEMS
Founded in 2001, Zonar provides innovative technologies that are changing fleet operations in the
vocational, pupil, and OTR verticals. With a unique focus on this field, the Company offers a complete
suite of solutions and specialized platforms for customers. Zonar is the pioneer in smart fleet
management technology. They patented, award-winning technology keeps fleet owners and managers
connected to their fleets and drivers to dispatchers. Zonar is headquartered in Seattle, with offices
across North America.

TRUSTED BY:

“The price, ease of use and forward thinking in
Zonar’s HD-GPS system just can’t be beat. I’ve used
other GPS systems and they didn’t even come close.”
Louis Anderson
Solid Waste Division Manager, Town of Gilbert

“Zonar has improved our labor issues and fuel
efficiency.”

“The implementation of Zonar’s applications and the
integration with our fleet maintenance system play
an integral part in helping our fleet operation save
money while being more efficient and responsive to
our clients.”

Keith Leech
Fleet Manager, City of Sacramento

“Zonar’s solution is truly concept to completion. They’re
not just an integrator but an OEM, one that continues to do
an outstanding job of interfacing with us, listening to our
needs, and producing a solution that meets not only our
operation requirements but the regulatory ones too”

Rick Roton
Director of Fleet Operations, PAR Electrical Contractors

Nikki Hughes
Director of Transportation, San Juan Unified School District
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